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tied up to a floe on the north side of the cape, where there was an
open pool under the steep sandstone cliff.
Not long after the ship had become quiet a yell from the watch
brought everybody on deck. The wind had shifted, and our pool
was visibly closing. Heavy floes, filled with steel-blue shelf-ice frag-
ments, bore down on us. It seemed only a matter of an hour or so
until die Wyatt Earp would be smashed against the precipice. There
was no sleep for anyone that night. The floodlights were turned on,
and everyone worked hard to be ready to abandon ship. Men in the
hold brought out emergency rations and checked emergency packs
containing clothing and food. The life-boats were reprovisioned and
swung out ready for launching; water-casks replenished. If the ice
caught us, our plan was to drop overboard, drag the boats and
supplies to some large floe, and drift to open water.
But that necessity never came. About four o'clock in the morn-
ing the light wind shifted, the ice pressures relaxed, and the danger
was momentarily over. We took advantage of the opening leads to
push northward once more. The press grew worse as we went.
Six hours of struggle put us under the frowning barrier of North
Graham Land. Fridfjof Sound looked impassable and to venture
into it suicidal. Yet to remain where we were was out of the ques-
tion. To retreat meant a winter in the Antarctic with the possible
loss of our ship. We kept on.
Then it was that the little Wyatt Earp really proved her staunch-
ness. By sheer power she butted a way through blue tumbled ice a
few yards at a time. Now and then a wisp of a lead gave her a few
minutes' respite. Ahead loomed a dark "water sky." As we neared
Antarctic Sound we saw that the same wind which had so nearly
brought our destruction against Cape Gordon had also cleared
that passage. We broke through to the open water at last and
were unimpeded except for a few bands of pack-ice spanning the
strait.
As we came near we saw that the entrance to Hope Bay was
being bombarded by scattered floes of ice moving swiftly south-
ward. On the way down I had promised myself to return and look
for the fossils which Andersen and Duse were supposed to have
left there. So we went into Hope Bay. We found the hut the
marooned men had built, but no fossils. Some other visitor had

